
GETTING STARTED

GUIDE

You'll be done in no time!



 

01

UNBOX 
your CARBO



REMOVE
the packaging carefully with a
sciscor or knife cutter

 

02



OPEN
the toolkit box

User manual
Multifunction tool
Pedals
Charger
Frame locking lever

 

03



UNSCREW
the front light and turn it
upside down facing forward

 

04



MOUNT
the front light on the
front fork. Fenders sold
separetly

 

05



REMOVE
the thru-axle and plastic
spacer from the disc brake

 

06



INSTALL
the front wheel

Slide the disc brake in the front
brake caliper from the back

Then slide the wheel hub gently
from the back into the fork axle
slot

Insert the thru-axle through the
wheel hub and secure it tighly
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ALIGN
the thru-axle handle by
pulling it away and pointing it
upward parallel to the fork
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INFLATE
your tires to around 45psi
(3.1 bars) for optimal comfort
and ride performance. 

Little higher or lower
depending on your weight
and personal preference of
course.
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STAND
your CARBO on it's wheels
with the kickstand extended
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INSTALL
the frame locking lever and
close it firmly with your
thumb or palm
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SLIDE IN
the handlebar and close the
two quick release levers firmly
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INSTALL
the pedals by carefully 
 following those steps

This pedal goes on the left (L)

This pedal goes on the right (R)

Using your hand, screw-in the right
pedal counter-clockwise gently

Using your hand, screw-in the
left pedal clockwise gently

Lastly use the wrench to
secure the pedals tightly
to the crank arm
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SLIDE
the white plastic tube out and
slide in the battery

Then close the quick release
lever firmly to your desired
seat height
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MOUNT
the saddle and screw-in
the bolt VERY TIGHTLY

 

15



PLUG IN
the bottom battery connector.
You should hear a CLICK

 

16



CHARGE
the battery until the charger
LED turns from RED to GREEN

Always plug the wall connector
first and wait 5 seconds to
avoid electrical sparks when
connecting the battery plug.
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HOLD the UP arrow to
turn on/off the front light
HOLD the DOWN arrow
to enable WALK ASSIST
and release to disable

TURN ON
the display and use the UP
and DOWN arrow to control
the motor assistance level.
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REGISTER YOUR WARRANTY
to access CARBO knowledge base, contact support, order new parts and more...

Good news! Your warranty is already
registered.

Reset your password using the same
email used at checkout from the
customer portal linked below

LOGIN TO YOUR PORTAL
             portal.ridecarbo.com

Open portal.ridecarbo.com/join and
submit your warranty registration form

We will review it and activate your
customer portal account within 48h

Purchased from a 

LOCAL STORE
Purchased from 

RIDECARBO.COM

OR
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THANK YOU
for choosing CARBO. See you on the road!

ALL DONE, RIDE ON!
and don't forget your helmet


